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Full
Whole
Truth

WHAT IS
TRUTH?
Full, whole truth requires no
convincing, no proof, no clickbait, &
no manipulation. Truth stands on
its own frequency & cannot be
undermined. In 5D, we all know
truth by the way it feels & by the
frequency of the information. Truth
is also what we have AWARENESS
of. When we know something to be
true, we cannot avoid it nor can we
try and change it. 

TRANSPARENCY

- Being honest & vulnerable 
-Sharing your truth no matter what 
-Being open about what you know &

what you don't know
-Being willing to admit responsibility &
accountability for any misinformation
-Being open to all new forms of truth 
-Sharing from our hearts rather than

our mind
-Sharing the truth without fear of

rejection, backlash, or
misunderstandings

 

DISCERNING TRUTH
- Feel into the information

- Discern whether the Source of the
information has an agenda 

- Feel into whether it resonates with you
- Look at all information from a neutral

standpoint 
- Dissolve your belief systems about what

"truth" is
-Ask your angels for confirmations on

whether information is true
- Trust yourself 

- Do not attach to any information



Media Ethics
All media outlets includes

-News Outlets
-Talk Shows

-Online publications
-Newspapers

-Magazine
-Radio Stations

-Social Media Platforms
-Podcasts
-Vloggers

 
ALL Media Outlets, Commentators,
Content Creators, & Social Media
Platforms must allow freedom of
speech, & must provide neutral

information and open perspective.



Media Ethics
No Media Outlets may change,

alter, manipulate, or skew
information to fit their opinion. All

may share their feelings,
perspective, solutions & ideas

regarding any piece of
information but may not create

confirmation bias. 
 

No information may be withheld,
hidden, bypassed or denied in

order to prevent disclosure to the
public. All information must be
shared or the media outlet will
face dissolution due to lack of

integrity. 



Media Ethics
The intent of all sharing of

information must be: 
-to express

-to bring awareness
-to bring understanding

-to create solutions 
 

Any information that is shared with
the intent of propaganda,

influencing, creating bias, financial
gain, or any lower frequency

agenda, will be flagged for lack of
integrity. Any being or platform

who is flagged for lack of integrity
will have the opportunity to correct,
take accountability, & re-share the

information



Whistleblower
Protection

ANY being who wishes to come
forward as a whistleblower,

providing disclosure information,
MUST be allowed to share their
experience, their perspective, &

provide information that was
previously hidden. 

 
ANY retaliation against a

whistleblower will immediately
result in dissolution of the media

outlet, business, or company. 
 

Freedom of Expression will not be
denied to any citizen.



Whistleblower
Protection

ALL Media Outlets MUST provide
a space for whistleblowers to
come forward if they wish to. 

 
Any media outlet, person,

publication, or platform that
denies a whistleblower the right to

express information will be
immediately dissolved under the

Whistleblower Protection Clause. 
 

All Media must uphold the right to
disclosure, freedom of expression,

and truth. 



Censorship 
Violations

No media outlet may censor ANY
information, post, article, video,

clip, etc., for ANY reason other than
the following: 

-the information or content shows
extreme violence including rape,
murder, assault, etc., and is not
being presented for ANY reason
other than to instill fear into the

consciousness. 
-the information or content is being

published to feed the agenda of a
corporation, entity, government

agency, private corporation, or elite
person. 



Censorship 
Violations

Any Media Platform that is found to
be censoring information that is not

found to be an exception, will be
immediately shutdown and further

investigated. Any outlet that is
proven to have censored

information that is not an
exception, will be permanently shut

down and dissolved. 
 

All Platforms will receive full
training & one warning for their
censorship practices & have 60

days from training to implement
them.



Web of Light
Violations

The Web of Light (the internet)
was created to be a structure of
unity consciousness in which all
beings may connect, express &
bring awareness to humanity

through freedom of expression. 
 

ANY website, platform, media
outlet, etc., including the Dark
Web, will be permanently shut

down and removed from the Web
of Light for supporting ANY
violations to Universal Law.



Web of Light
Violations

Violations to Universal Law include:
-selling dangerous or harmful items

or materials to humanity which
includes firearms, explosives, man
made drugs, or toxic ingredients of

any kind. 
-child trafficking, human trafficking,

prostitution, or the
purchasing/selling of ANY living

being. 
-Pornography of any form 

-Any content that instills fear, pain,
suffering, or lower vibration into the

collective consciousness.



AI Algorithms
No social media or outlet platform

may use AI algorithms to censor, spy,
store, sell, or publish information of
any user or consumer of the content.

 
Similarly, no social media or outlet
platform may use AI algorithms to

promote, censor, or block
information, user content, or

availability of posts. ALL posted
content must be allowed organic
flow, availability, and ability to be

seen. 
 

Any social media outlet or platform
violations will result in dissolution of

the platform. 


